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Biodistribution assays are integral to gene therapy commercial-
ization and have traditionally used real-time qPCR. Droplet
digital PCR (ddPCR), however, has distinct advantages
including higher sensitivity and absolute quantification but is
underused because of lacking regulatory guidance and mean-
ingful examples in the literature. We report a fit-for-purpose
model process to validate a good laboratory practice (GLP)-
compliant ddPCR assay for AVGN7, a Smad7 gene therapeutic
for muscle wasting. Duplexed primer/probe sets for Smad7 and
mouse TATA-box binding protein were optimized using
gBlock DNA over a dynamic range of 10–80,000 copies/reac-
tion in 250 ng mouse gDNA. Linearized plasmid and mouse
gDNA were used for validation, which determined precision,
accuracy, ruggedness/robustness, selectivity, recovery, speci-
ficity, dilution linearity, and stability. Inter-run precision and
accuracy met previously established criteria with bias between
�5% and 15%, coefficient of variation (CV) less than 19%,
and total error within 8%–35%. The limit of detection was
2.5 copies/reaction, linearity was confirmed at 40–80,000
copies/reaction, specificity was demonstrated by single droplet
populations and assay stability was demonstrated for benchtop,
refrigerated storage, and repeated freeze-thaw cycles. The pro-
cedural road map provided exceeds recently established stan-
dards. It is also relevant to many IND-enabling processes, as
validated ddPCR assays can be used in biodistribution studies
and with vector titering and manufacturing quality control.

INTRODUCTION
Biodistribution assessments are required components of investiga-
tional and final drug or biological approval applications with the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the European Medicines
Agency (EMA), the Japan Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices
Agency (PMDA), and other regulatory authorities.1–4 During the
nonclinical phase, they are often performed as components of small
and large animal toxicology studies in compliance with good labora-
tory practice (GLP) and must be developed and, at a minimum, qual-
ified or potentially validated in a manner consistent with the study.
Validation is not necessarily required unless the biodistribution
analysis is performed on samples collected from a study conducted
under GLP compliance or if the assay will be used in clinical trials
or in manufacturing clinical products, as for example with quality
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control (QC) or titering, which requires compliance with good
manufacturing practice (GMP). This is generally the case for gene
therapy programs that have traditionally relied upon real-time
qPCR as the method of choice.

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) is an alternative to qPCR with many
significant advantages.5,6 These include un-paralleled analytical sensi-
tivity, improved precision and accuracy, better reliability, resistance
to inhibitors (e.g., detergents, heparin) and co-purified biological
compounds (e.g., heme, urea) as well as absolute quantification
without standard curves. Amplification occurs within aqueous-oil
emulsion droplets where target template is partitioned according to
a Poisson distribution. Endpoint, rather than threshold, fluorescent
readouts are then collected to distinguish positive- from negative-re-
acting droplets. The fraction of positive droplets/partitions is then
used in Poisson modeling to determine the concentration of target
genes.7 The heightened sensitivity of ddPCR is being exploited in
diagnostic assays for different pathogens including SARS-CoV-2,8,9

and at least one study has demonstrated superiority over qPCR in
titering assays for self-complementary adeno-associated viral vec-
tors.10 Thus, the technology appears uniquely suited for gene therapy
programs where highly sensitive pharmacokinetic, shedding, and bio-
distribution analyses take the place of conventional absorption, distri-
bution, metabolism, and elimination (ADME) studies.1 To date, how-
ever, the FDA has published only generalized guidance documents for
bioanalytical method validation without specific mention of ddPCR,2

and very few relevant examples can be found in the scientific litera-
ture. Recent reviews recognize this gap5,11 and have supplemented
the knowledge database with high level summaries of assay and reg-
ulatory requirements. Most notable is a white paper generated by the
Global CRO Council in Bioanalysis (GCC) with authors from 26
different contract research organizations. This paper provides a
consensus on validation parameters for relevant PCR-based assays,
a “harmonized approach” to validation and a description of standard
operating procedures (SOPs)12 that followMinimum Information for
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Figure 1. Primer/probe characterization

(A and B) Five 10-fold dilutions of synthetic gBlock DNA reference standards containing both hSmad7 and mTBP sequences were separately amplified using qPCR with the

indicated primer (900 nM)/probe (250 nM) sets (Table 3). Duplicate samples were amplified for each set and horizontal red lines indicate the cycle threshold (Ct) for each curve.

(C) Different concentrations of primers (x axis) and probes (key) were titered and used to amplify gBlock within expected assay concentrations of mouse gDNA and vector

genomes. Titering assays were performed for all primer/probe sets (Table 4), but only T2 and S7.1 are shown. (D–G) Linearity assessment of the indicated primer/probe sets

in singleplex and duplex reactions. gBlock template was diluted linearly as indicated and the data lines shown were fit using a third order polynomial.
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Publication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments (MIQE)13

and digital MIQE guidelines.14

Despite the dearth of available guidance, we recognize the power and
overall benefit of the ddPCR approach and developed and validated
an assay suitable for quantifying AVGN7, a gene therapeutic
featuring the serotype 6 adeno-associated viral (AAV6) capsid and
a human Smad7 (hSmad7) expression construct.15 AVGN7 increases
muscle mass and enhances muscle function in healthy mice and in
different murine models of muscle wasting that include inflammatory
insult and cancer cachexia.16,17 It can be used with local or systemic
administration and because it broadly attenuates multiple extracel-
lular signals responsible for muscle wasting, has the potential to
broadly treat a variety of muscle wasting conditions.15 Expression
of hSmad7 is tightly controlled by the CK8 muscle-specific pro-
moter,18–20 which should prevent significant off-target expression
in non-muscle tissues. Several high-profile toxicities, however, have
been reported for AAV8- and AAV9-based therapeutics, all of which
appear to be associated with cytotoxic T cell responses in the
liver.21–23 Thus, biodistribution rather than transgene expression
per se is a significant concern for most AAV-based gene therapy pro-
grams and underscores the importance of optimizing and validating
highly sensitive assays.

Described herein is the development, optimization, and validation of
a ddPCR assay for quantifying AVGN7 vector genomes in tissue ex-
tracts and whole blood. Our report follows the white paper published
by the GCC12 and outlines the critical processes within a typical com-
mercial timeline. It describes assay performance, acceptance criteria,
Molecul
and metrics expected from several regulatory authorities. It also ad-
dresses challenges to the technology and serves as a model for guiding
development of other gene therapy programs.

RESULTS
Assay development

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) analysis of all primers
and probes confirmed 100% sequence homology to the targeted se-
quences without any evidence of significant homology for non-tar-
geted sequences. Notwithstanding, preliminary studies using qPCR
to amplify different concentrations of gBlock template, with the high-
est concentrations of primers (900 nM) and probes (250 nM) tested,
identified significant differences in the hSmad7 primer/probe sets, but
not in the mouse TATA-box binding protein (mTBP) sets. Such dif-
ferences were readily apparent in the amplification curves as the
signal plateau of S7.1 was almost double that of S7.2 (Figure 1A).
The mTBP2 set produced a slightly earlier cycle threshold (Ct) than
mTBP1 (Figure 1B), which could indicate better sensitivity, although
this was not confirmed.

Titering experiments revealed superior performance for the highest
concentrations of primers and probes for both hSmad7 and mTBP
as variability in the observed template concentrations decreased as
primer/probe concentrations increased (Figure 1C). Singleplex reac-
tions using 900 nM primers and 250 nM probes were then used to
quantify 10-fold dilutions of gBlock in comparison tests of assay ac-
curacy, although no differences were noted (Figures 1D and 1E). Tests
of primer compatibility in different permutations of duplex reactions
also revealed no differences (Figures 1F and 1G).
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Table 1. Assay development: precision (% CV) and accuracy (% Bias)

Assay
Nominal copies per
reaction

Observed copies per
reaction

%
CV

%
Bias

HSMAD7

80,000 78,366 2.0 �2.0

40,000 38,906 2.6 �2.7

20,000 19,916 4.2 �0.4

2,000 2,000 4.0 0.0

200 228 11.8 13.7

20 30 16.5 46.7

2 2 49.3 13.3

MTBP

80,000 79,334 1.8 �0.8

40,000 39,650 2.6 �0.9

20,000 20,304 4.0 1.5

2,000 2,036 3.9 1.8

200 230 11.2 14.7

20 30 12.8 50.0

2 2 49.3 13.3

Mean droplets/well, 17,899 ± 65 (SEM); copies/droplet, 0.0001–4.3.
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Lower than expected plateaus in qPCR assays, as with S7.2, can poten-
tially affect endpoint calculations. It is also frequently caused by
limited primer and probe concentrations yet our preliminary assays
used high concentrations of each. Although both primer/probe sets
performed equally well in ddPCR singleplex and duplex assays, we
eventually decided to focus on the S7.1 and T2 pairing to avoid the
potential endpoint complications of S7.2 and because T1 primers
mapped to different exons, producing a larger than expected ampli-
con. This latter effect could potentially influence assay accuracy
when starting template concentrations are high and reagents become
limiting in later amplification cycles.

Assay development of singleplex reactions containing 900 nM
primers with 250 nM probes for S7.1 and T2 sets revealed similar
levels of precision (% coefficient of variation [CV]) and accuracy
(% bias) (Table 1). In fact, both measures for both primer/probe
sets were less than or much less than 15% when quantifying 200–
80,000 copies/reaction. Note that mean droplet numbers (17,163–
18,361) and copies per droplet for each concentration tested (from
4.3 for 80,000 to 0.0001 for 2) remained well above and below, respec-
tively, the manufacturer’s recommended parameters of 10,000 and
5.0, which avoids overloading. These preliminary assessments also
suggest that the limit of detection (LOD) falls to fewer than 10
copies/reaction, possibly between 2 and 20, as either the % CV or %
bias, but not both, met our LOD validation criteria for both assays.

Assay validation

Tests for accuracy (% bias) and precision (% CV) passed the accep-
tance criteria for all QCs and by large margins (Figure 2). This
includes measures for both intra- and inter-assay variation, which
separately assess robustness. It also includes assays for both genes,
although the mTBP assay measured a fixed concentration (79,870
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copies/reaction) for every hSmad7 QC level as this design replicates
conditions of gene therapy biodistribution assays. There was a trend
to underestimate hSmad7 levels on the high end of the QC scale and
to overestimate on the low end. This effect wasminimal, however, and
below ±5% bias from low QC (LQC) to upper limit of quantitation
(ULOQ). The greatest variability occurred with lower limit of quan-
titation (LLOQ) and was reflected in % CV and % bias both within
and between assays (Figure 2E). Such findings were expected and
typically occur with LLOQ, which is why the acceptance criteria for
this QC were raised to 30%. The higher variability was nevertheless
insignificant, as the acceptance criteria were easily met.

On the basis of a 95% detection confidence,12,24 the LOD was esti-
mated to be 2.5 copies/reaction (Figure 3A), which falls within the esti-
mated range of 2–20 determined during the development phase. Dilu-
tion linearity was demonstrated across 2 orders of magnitude for both
genes and with high accuracy (Figures 3B and 3C). The hSmad7 assay
was especially accurate with nomore than±2%bias at all dilutions and
although accuracy was somewhat compromised with the mTBP assay
at 39.9 copies/reaction (third dilution), the % bias was still well within
the acceptance criteria of±25%. These data together indicate that sam-
ples containing high amounts of hSmad7 target DNA, concentrations
outside the sensitivity range, can be diluted to within the range while
having a negligible and insignificant effect on accuracy. Matrix effects
were also determined to be negligible as the acceptance criteria for re-
covery and selectivity were met for all tissues (Figure 3D). Recovery
ranged from 70% to 85% for all but liver and although spleen and spi-
nal cord samples initially failed, this was due to poor droplet genera-
tion and they passed after being diluted 10-fold and re-assayed.Matrix
effects were even less pronounced on selectivity as % bias ranged from
�0.25% to �11.75% for all tissues except whole blood and ovaries.
This is particularly noteworthy as only 80 copies/reaction were used
in these assays, suggesting that high assay sensitivity is also preserved
in most if not all tissues.

Assay specificity was demonstrated in multiple ways and was assured
theoretically by BLAST analysis of primer and probe sequences that
detected only the intended targets. Empirical tests for specificity
included non-spiked samples from the selectivity experiment and
the no template control (NTC) samples, all of which were negative
(data not shown). Additional evidence of specificity was demon-
strated by plotting the individual fluorescent signals from the preci-
sion and accuracy experiments as only two distinct populations
were detected at all QC levels, one negative and one positive for
both genes (Figures 4A and 4B). Moreover, positive signal amplitudes
for both genes remained constant at all QCs and there was no evi-
dence of “rain” or intermediate amplification, characteristics indica-
tive of high amplification efficiency.25 This rudimentary test also
helped identify “bad wells” as indicated by the single outlier above
the LLOQ positive and negative signals for both hSmad7 and
mTBP. Finally, assay stability was demonstrated on samples stored
at room temperature (RT), at 4�C and after repeated freeze-thaw cy-
cles (Figure 4C). Accuracy for both genes was estimated at 95% or bet-
ter using high QC (HQC) and LQC samples and at all storage
023
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Figure 2. Validation of precision and accuracy

Percentage coefficient of variance (CV), a measure of precision, and bias, a measure of accuracy, were determined from amplifications at five quality control (QC) levels for

hSmad7: upper limit of quantitation (ULOQ), high QC (HQC), middle QC (MQC), low QC (LQC), and lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ), respectively, corresponding to 80,000,

8,000, 800, 80, and 10 copies/reaction. Because mTBP is used for normalization, a fixed amount of mouse gDNA in each reaction (79,870 copies/reaction) was assessed at

each hSmad7QC level. Data were collected from runs 1, 5–8, and 10 (Table 3) with three plate replicates/run. Intra-assay variation was determined frommeans (n = 6, ±SEM)

of % CV or bias run-means. Inter-assay variation was calculated from the collective mean and SD of the amplification data (i.e., copies per reaction). In each graph, y axes

were bound to acceptance criteria limits.
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conditions. These data together indicate that the assay is highly spe-
cific and accurate under the storage conditions assessed.

DISCUSSION
Traditional pharmacokinetics are generally considered to be irrele-
vant endpoints in the safety evaluation of gene therapies. Selection
of targeted clinical doses are instead guided by the results of systemic
or target organ exposure to both vector and transgene. Thus, a robust
analysis of vector and transgene biodistribution is a required endpoint
in IND-enabling toxicology assessments for developing gene therapy
A B

Figure 3. Validation of detection limit, linearity, recovery, and selectivity

(A) Plasmid DNA was serially diluted to the indicated concentrations and used in 3 sep

differentially shaded for each assay (white, gray, and black) while mean ± SEM value

detections. (B and C) Eight hundred thousand copies per microliter of hSmad7 plasmid D

concentrations and assayed. Mean ± SEM are plotted with 3 replicates/concentration

recovery and selectivity was assessed using extracts from 11 tissues (n = 2–3/tissue/as

SC, spinal cord; Sp, spleen; TA, tibialis muscle; Te, testis. Extractions for recovery assa

axis % represents bias. Assays were performed using spiked and non-spiked extracts co

and are not shown.
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programs. FDA guidance (21 CFR Part 58)26 further stipulates that
first-in-human dose determination should be conducted in compli-
ance with GLP. Validation of developed methods is, therefore, a crit-
ical component of the process and is necessary to demonstrate robust-
ness, linearity, precision, accuracy, and specificity of the selected assay
whether it is used for biodistribution or vector titering of GMP prod-
ucts, which presents slightly different challenges to those described
herein (e.g., distinguishing capsulated from free DNA). Despite this
requirement, limited historical data are available to guide the develop-
ment and validation of these key test methods. This knowledge gap is
C D

arate assays for a total of 20 replicates/concentration. The shown data points are

s are plotted. Percentages above histograms represent the probability of positive

NA containing 79,870 copies/reaction of mouse gDNAwere diluted to the indicated

/target. Accuracy at each dilution is plotted as % bias. (D) Matrix interference on

say): Bl, whole blood; Br, brain; Ht, heart; Kd, kidney; Li, liver; Lu, lungs; Ov, ovaries;

ys were performed with 50,000 copies of spiked plasmid DNA. For selectivity, the y

ntaining 80 copies/mL added after extraction. Non-spiked samples were all negative
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Figure 4. Validation of specificity and stability

(A and B) Potential amplification of non-specific targets was assessed by distinguishing unique droplet populations for positive and negative signals as multiple positive

populations are indicative of non-specific amplification. Mean FAM (A) and HEX (B) amplitudes obtained from the precision and accuracy assays (Figure 3) are plotted for each

well (n = 9/assay) with color coding for 6 different runs (1 color/run; n = 9/run, 54 total). Upper clusters represent positive signals for hSmad7 and mTBP, lower clusters

represent negative. (C) Samples were stored at RT for 24 h (bench), at 4�C or subjected to 6 freeze-thaw cycles prior to testing (mean ± SEM shown). Assays were performed

at high and low QC levels for hSmad7 and mTBP (S7- and mT-, respectively).
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partly addressed by the studies reported herein that in essence provide
a functional benchmark to guide future method development and
validation of ddPCR assays.

The development phase assessments compared the proficiencies of
different primer/probe sets in singleplex and duplex assays. These tests
demonstrated primer/probe compatibility and helped determine the
optimal pairing of S7.1 with mTBP2, which were then used to demon-
strate accuracy and precision across a wide range of target DNA con-
centrations, over 4magnitudes. Initial characterization of primer/probe
sets was performed using qPCR. Although unnecessary, this proved to
be valuable as visualizing the amplification curves helped identify po-
tential problems and thus, to decide upon final primer/probe sets.

The criteria used in validating the assay were consistent with GCC rec-
ommendations and in some instances exceeded them.12 For example,
the GCC recommended bias and CV for validating accuracy and preci-
sion is ±35% and %40%, respectively, for all QCs.12 We used ±30%
and %30% for LLOQ (10 copies) and ±25% and %25% for all other
QCs. The GCC also recommends assessing selectivity and sensitivity
by assuring that all non-tissue control values fall below the LOD, which
was the case with our assay. However, we additionally evaluated the
parameters separately using a single droplet population as an indicator
of specificity and ±20% bias at LQC for selectivity. It should be noted
that GCC recommendations and our acceptance criteria both required
a minimum of 10,000 droplets/reaction, although we averaged more
than 22,000 in the validation experiments. This likely contributed
to the high assay precision as this strongly correlates with droplet
number.27

The GCC recommendations were based upon surveys of 44 different
CROs of which 89% used either qPCR or ddPCR for bioanalysis.
Although none of the CROs use ddPCR exclusively, 71% used both
technologies for exploratory (10%) and regulated bioanalysis (90%).
This includes assays for biodistribution, vector titering, vector shed-
ding, and other aspects of gene therapy programs. Their goals were
to (1) provide unified recommendations for validation, (2) facilitate in-
teractions between sponsors and regulators, and (3) develop industry-
498 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2
wide internal SOPs for qPCR and ddPCR assays. Their contribution is
particularly valuable as regulatory guidance for qPCR is limited and is
nonexistent for ddPCR. Recent literature reviews5,28,29 were used by the
GCC to construct a consensus for qPCR, but not ddPCR, as the reviews
focused primarily on qPCR often citing the inaccurate belief that
ddPCR is infrequently used for regulated bioanalysis. The GCC recom-
mendations for ddPCR are, therefore, critically important as both
academic and regulatory guidance are collectively lacking. This also un-
derscores the importance of studies like our own, which we believe is
the first to be based on GCC recommendations and is therefore a
good example for other developing cell and gene therapy programs.

At the time of manuscript submission, only two publications had re-
ported the development of a ddPCR assay for gene therapy bio-
distribution assessments.30,31 This likely explains the misconception
that the technology is not readily used or is at least an emerging tech-
nology in the field of bioanalysis despite the GCC survey clearly indi-
cating ddPCR is well established in the biotech industry. Kondratov
et al.31 developed ddPCR assays to quantify and track the viral load
of 29 different capsids in 15 brain areas. None of the assays underwent
a qualification or validation process and they were originally developed
to compare AAV manufacturing efficiency in HEK293 versus Sf9
cells.32 Sugimoto et al.30 developed a qualified ddPCR assay for assess-
ing CAR-T cell biodistribution and cellular kinetics using similar
equipment and reagents reported herein. The study was performed
prior to the publishing of GCC recommendations so assay perfor-
mance used a fit-for-purpose design because of the lack of regulatory
guidance and an acceptance criteria consensus. Although assay devel-
opment was not described, the qualification process included accuracy
and precision measures of four QC levels (HQC, middle QC [MQC],
LQC, and LLOQ), LOD determination, a dilution linearity assessment
and recovery and selectivity from blood extracts. Comparing this assay
to our own is difficult as it was designed to track cells instead of viral
vectors. Nevertheless, assay accuracy and precision were within the
GCC recommendations as the inter- and intra-assay % bias range
was �5.1 to �9.8, and the % CV range was 2.8 to 22.5, suggesting
that ddPCR as a technology is sufficiently flexible to be used with
both viral and cell-based gene therapy programs.
023



Table 2. Validation parameters

Parameter Definition Method/indicator

Accuracy
agreement between measured
and reference values

% bias at each QC level

Dilution
linearity

measure of assay
proportionality with analyte
concentration

dilute spiked sample into the
assay range

Precision
inter- and intra-assay variability
with the same and different
operators, respectively

% CV at each QC level

Quality
controls
(QCs)

ULOQ, upper limit of
quantification
HQC, high QC
MQC, middle QC
LQC, low QC
LLOQ, lower limit of
quantification
LOD, limit of detection

80,000 copies/reaction
8,000 copies/reaction
800 copies/reaction
80 copies/reaction
10 copies/reaction
2.5 copies/reaction

Recovery

analyte extraction efficiency by
spiking known amount of
plasmid prior to DNA
extraction

% of spiked concentration

Ruggedness/
robustness

reliability with different reagents
and operators

% CV and % bias

Selectivity
accuracy of assay in different
tissue matrices

% bias at LQC

Specificity
detecting only the target analyte,
at different QCs and in a tissue
matrix

number of droplet populations
detected

Sensitivity

LOD, limit of detection; lowest
analyte concentration detected
with acceptable accuracy and
precision

analyte concentration with 95%
detection confidence

Stability
analyte detection under
different storage conditions for a
given amount of time

% bias with each condition/
time point
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Although our assay supports the development of AVGN7, an AAV-
based gene therapeutic, the validation road map described is agnostic
to therapeutic modality and could be used, for example, with other
viral and even non-viral gene therapy programs. Each must overcome
similar regulatory challenges with limited agency guidance, particu-
larly the latter, which illustrates the broad significance and potential
impact of our studies. Indeed, the strict adherence to rigorous stan-
dards12 set by technical populists in the field and refined with subse-
quent studies such as ours will likely interest regulatory authorities
and even influence guidance decisions and documents. This in turn
will provide stability to what is arguably the most dynamic sector of
drug development, gene therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Overview

The ddPCR assay was constructed in two phases: development and
validation. The former optimized conditions and demonstrated theo-
retical limits, ranges, and sensitivities using customized analyte and
statistical analyses. By contrast, the latter used empirical data to
Molecul
demonstrate assay reliability and reproducibility under conditions
of intended use. The terms/metrics used in each phase, therefore,
are not necessarily interchangeable and are defined below.

Initial studies characterized the general amplification characteristics
of 4 different primer/probe sets, 2 each for the codon-optimized
hSmad7 expression construct contained within the AVGN7 viral
genome as well as the mTBP, a reference gene commonly used for to-
tal DNA normalization in PCR applications.33,34 Assay performance
was then tested in singleplex and duplex reactions to determine
compatibility of the 6 potentially interacting oligonucleotides before
deciding upon a final combination of primers and probes to target
each template. Assay validation was performed under GLP compli-
ance and evaluated the following parameters: accuracy/precision,
ruggedness/robustness, selectivity, recovery, specificity, dilution line-
arity, and target gene stability (Table 2). These data were collectively
obtained from a number of experiments performed by different oper-
ators, on different dates using different reagent stocks, all of which are
required for assay validation (Table 3). The procedures described
below include those used in both assay development and validation
as well as the specific experiments required of each phase.

Critical reagents and equipment

Droplet Generation Oil, ddPCR Droplet Reader Oil, and 2X ddPCR
SuperMix for Probes (no dUTP) were purchased from Bio-Rad.
Primers and probes (see below) were purchased from Integrative
DNATechnologies as was gBlock reference DNA. The latter was dou-
ble-stranded DNA corresponding to the predicted amplicon se-
quences and was stored at concentrations of 1e9 copies/mL in 1:1
Tris (10 mM)-EDTA (1 mM) (pH 7.8)/glycerol with 1 mg/mL soni-
cated salmon sperm gDNA (Abnova). The transfer plasmid used in
manufacturing AVGN7 was also used as a reference standard and
was generated by GenScript. All ddPCR assays were performed using
the Bio-Rad system. This includes the QX200 Droplet Generator, the
QX200 Droplet Reader, the C1000 Touch PCR Thermal Cycler, the
PX1 Plate Sealer, and various consumables (e.g., plates, heat seal
foil, droplet cartridges) designed to work with the system. The Quant-
studio 7 Pro qPCR System (Applied Biosystems) was also used in the
initial assessment of primer/probe sets.

Primer and probe design

Two primer and probe sets for each gene target (Table 4) were de-
signed to operate with the Bio-Rad QX200 ddPCR system. The
codon-optimized human Smad7 (hSmad7) and mTBP target gene se-
quences were first prescreened for secondary structure. Primers were
then chosen on the basis of melting temperature (Tm) (55-65�C), am-
plicon size (75–200 bp), GC content (50%–60%), and the absence of
primer predicted secondary structure in the presence of 50 mM salt
and 300–900 nM oligonucleotide concentrations. We initially ne-
glected to verify the gDNA annealing sites and later learned that
the mTBP1 primers mapped to exons 2 and 3. Although this produces
a 1,280 bp amplicon, the large amplicon size did not ultimately
affect assay performance. Probes were designed to have Tm values
5�C–10�C above the primers. Carboxyfluorescein (FAM) and
ar Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2023 499
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Table 3. Summary of ddPCR validation schedule

Run/day Operator Purpose

1 a accuracy/precision and limit of detection

2 a accuracy/precision and limit of detection

3 a accuracy/precision and limit of detection

4 a accuracy/precision and dilution linearity

5 b accuracy/precision and selectivity

6 b selectivity and recovery

7 a
accuracy/precision and stability (benchtop and
refrigerator)

8 a selectivity

9 b selectivity and stability (freeze-thaw)

10 b selectivity and recovery

11 b selectivity and recovery

Runs performed sequentially on different days. Operator letters correspond to individ-
uals performing stated task.
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hexachlorofluorescein (HEX) dyes were separately paired with Black
Hole quenchers on the hSmad7 and mTBP probes, respectively, as
per Bio-Rad recommendations. Because the hSmad7 payload gene
sequence is codon optimized, primer and probe sequences were
incompatible with mouse Smad7 DNA. Nevertheless, BLAST analysis
was used to confirm specificity of all primers and probes.

Tissue processing

Genomic DNA was extracted from whole mouse blood and various
other mouse tissues to assess matrix effects, recovery, and selectivity.
Whole blood and frozen tissues (tibialis muscle, liver, brain, spleen,
heart, lung, spinal cord, kidney, ovary, and testes) from C57BL/6
mice were purchased from BioIVT as no animals were used in these
studies. The procedures described are identical to those used when
preparing samples for biodistribution assays under GLP compliance
and employ the KingFisher Flex Processor (Thermo Fisher Scientific),
an automated nucleic acid purification system, combined with the
MagMAX DNA Multiple Sample Ultra 2.0 reagent kit (Applied Bio-
systems). Tissue samples were first homogenized using a Precellys 24
homogenizer and CK28 lysing kit followed by overnight Proteinase K
digestion. Blood samples were not homogenized and were treated
with Proteinase K just prior to loading into the KingFisher, but
were otherwise similarly processed. DNA quantification was per-
formed using the Quant-iT PicoGreen kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific),
in 96-well format and at RT using a DNA standard curve range of
62.5–4,000 ng/mL. Manufacturers’ protocols were used for each kit
and system.

Assay development

Initial assessments of singleplex primer/probe sets were conducted us-
ing qPCR to verify annealing temperatures and to visualize amplifica-
tion curves. gBlock concentrations from 0 to 1e4 copies/mL were ampli-
fied for 45 cycles using 900 nM primers, 250 nM probes and the
following amplification program: 95�C for 10 min, 40 cycles of 95�C
500 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2
for 15 s, then 60�C for 1minwith a ramp rate of 1.6�C/s between cycles.
All other experiments were performed using ddPCR and the following
amplification program: 95�C for 10min, 40 cycles of 95�C for 30 s, then
59�C for 1 min, followed by 98�C for 10 min with a ramp rate of 2�C/s
between cycles. Optimal concentrations of primers and probes used for
ddPCR were determined by titering both with a 30% dilution scheme
for probes (85.75, 122.5, 175, and 250 nM) and a 50% dilution scheme
for primers (112.5, 225, 450, and 900 nM). This was performed inde-
pendently for each primer/probe set (Table 4) in singleplex reactions,
although with 1,000 copies/mL gBlock for mTBP sets and 10 copies/
mL for hSmad7 sets. The different amounts of template were used to
emulate the expected differences when performing assays on tissue ex-
tracts. Optimal primer/probe concentrations were then used to amplify
8, 80, 800, 8,000, and 80,000 copies/reaction in singleplex reactions for
each target gene. Compatibility of hSmad7 primer/probe sets with
mTBP sets was determined with duplex reactions using the same tem-
plate concentration scheme. Once the choice of primer/probe sets were
finalized (hSmad7.1 andmTBP2), preliminary estimates of assay range,
linearity, precision, accuracy, sensitivity (LOD) and LLOQ (50 copies/
mg DNA35,36) were evaluated by amplifying 2, 20, 200, 2,000, 40,000,
and 80,000 copies/reaction of gBlock template (n = 6/concentration).
Assay validation

Prior to initiating these studies, a validation plan was generated to
describe SOPs for all laboratory activities as well as a system to assure
regulatory compliance that included quality assurance, data collec-
tion, and record retention. Because the FDA has yet to produce guid-
ance documents for PCR-based assays, especially ddPCR, we con-
sulted guidance documents for bioanalytical method validation,2

nonclinical biodistribution considerations37 and preclinical assess-
ments1 as well as relevant reviews.5,11 Each amplification plate
included an NTC sample of nuclease-free water to ensure non-
contamination. Validation QCs (Table 2) were prepared by spiking
the linearized transfer plasmid used to manufacture AVGN7
(phSmad7) into a matrix that contains mouse genomic DNA
(mgDNA) (a total of 250 ng DNA/reaction or 79,870 copies of
mTBP/reaction on the basis of theoretical mTBP gene copy number)
and stored at�20�C. All QCs were analyzed in the accuracy/precision
experiments, only LQC and HQC in non-accuracy/precision experi-
ments, and no QCs were required for the LOD experiments.

Accuracy/precision was established collectively in 6 separate experi-
ments performed by two different operators (Table 3) across multiple
days, which assesses ruggedness/robustness. In addition, two different
master mix lots were used. Triplicate samples were run for each QC
and each sample was run in triplicate. Sample means were then
used to calculate mean values for each QC (n = 3/plate/experiment).
Limits of quantification were defined by ULOQ and LLOQ and inter-
and intra-assay results were assessed according to a target acceptance
criteria (see below). Two-thirds (66.7%) of the accuracy/precision
runs were required to meet these criteria. If necessary, accommoda-
tions for failures were developed to include outlier tests (boxplot
1.5 � IQR or 3 � IQR) on the cumulative dataset.
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Table 4. Primers and probes

Assay Primer/probe Sequence 50–30 Tm Amp

hSmad7.1
S7.1-F
S7.1-R
S7.1-P

confidential intellectual property; probe labeled
with FAM and BHQ1

59
58
65

111

hSmad7.2
S7.2-F
S7.2-R
S7.2-P

confidential intellectual property; probe labeled
with FAM and BHQ1

57
57
65

135

mTBP1
T1-F
T1-R
T1-P

GAAGAAAGGGAGAATCATGGACGAGTAA
GTCCTGTGCCGTAAGHEX - CCTGAGCATA
AGGTGGAAGGCTGTT - BHQ1

55
57
62

1,280

mTBP2
T2-F
T2-R
T2-P

ACCCCACAACTCTTCCATTCGGGTCATAG
GAGTCATTGGTGHEX - ACGGTGCAGTGGT
CAGAGTTTGAG - BHQ1

54
56
62

91

Tm, melting temperature (�C); Amp, amplicon base pairs; F/R, forward and reverse primer; P, probe; FAM, carboxyfluorescein dye; HEX, hexachlorofluorescein dye; BHQ1, black hole
quencher.
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LOD was defined as the lowest copy number that the assay can detect
95% of the time. This is consistent with ddPCR recommendations
from the GCC and from the European Network of GMO Labora-
tories12,24 but differs from quantitative qPCR recommendations
developed by the GCC12 and others5,38 as well as from qualitative
qPCR recommendations.39 This is an important distinction as unlike
ddPCR, qPCR assays rely upon standard curves or are strictly quali-
tative. Five independent preparations of serially diluted phSmad7
samples were used to determine LOD: 5, 2.5, 1.25, 0.625, and 0.313
copies/reaction. Samples were diluted in a matrix containing mouse
gDNA and each dilution was evaluated with 20 determinations
(n = 20) across multiple runs. LOD for the hSmad7 assay was defined
as the lowest concentration providing 95% detection confidence (i.e.,
95.0% of samples indicate >0 copies/reaction). Dilution linearity was
established by diluting phSmad7 from a concentration above ULOQ
to within the assay range. The initial intermediate sample contained
40,000 copies of hSmad7 in 31.25 ng/mL mouse gDNA. It was then
diluted serially in 31.25 ng/mL single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) result-
ing in 40,000, 4,000, and 400 copies/reaction of phSmad7 and 3,994,
399.4 and 39.9 copies/mL of mTBP, target gene concentrations above
and within the detection range. Three replicates of each dilution level
were evaluated in each experiment using n = 3/sample.

Selectivity was assessed using various tissue extracts and whole blood
from two naive C57BL/6 mice. Non-spiked extracts and those con-
taining 250 ng (80.0 copies/reaction) of phSmad7 were evaluated
with 3 tissue replicates. Non-spiked samples were expected to have
values below LLOQ, while 80% of the phSmad7 spiked samples
were expected to have % bias values within ±25.0 of the nominal con-
centration. For mTBP, 80% of both non-spiked and spiked samples
were expected to have % bias values within ±25.0 of 79,870 copies/re-
action. For recovery experiments, tissues were divided and 50,000
copies of phSmad7 were added to one-half before extracting. Both
spiked and non-spiked samples were run undiluted and % recovery
was calculated as a ratio to the expected 100%. The high concentra-
tion total DNA (i.e., gDNA plus spiked phSmad7) in the undiluted
sample presents the opportunity of reagent depletion. Thus, only
Molecul
hSmad7 primers and probes were used in singleplex reactions and
each sample was run in triplicate. At least 30% of the spiked concen-
tration was expected to be recovered for at least one of the tissue
replicates.

Specificity was demonstrated by verifying that the hSmad7 cDNA
concentrations in all selectivity naive samples (non-spiked) and in
NTC controls were below LOD. It was also assessed by visualizing
signal separation between positive and negative droplet populations
in the accuracy and precision experiments. The fluorescence ampli-
tude for all droplets in the FAM and HEX channels were plotted after
threshold calculation using QuantaSoft where each droplet was repre-
sented by a single dot in the 2-D Amplitude view. Multiple positive
populations are indicative of non-specific amplifications whereas a
single positive population indicates high specificity. Stability was
tested using HQC and LQC single-use aliquots stored at �20�C,
and three samples of each QC were tested in triplicate for each stabil-
ity time point. Long-term stability was not assessed in light of the
very well documented stability of DNA in 10 mM Tris, 1 mM
EDTA (pH 8.0) at �20�C.5 Freeze-thaw stability was evaluated after
six freeze-thaw cycles on 12 h intervals of freezing to �20�C and
thawing to RT for 30 min. Refrigerator and benchtop stability was
evaluated after storing thawed samples at 2�C–8�C or at RT, respec-
tively, for at least 24 h.

General validation acceptance criteria

The criteria used were more stringent than the recently established
consensus on validation parameters and with the relevant proced-
ures.12 These criteria were initially established for the accuracy/preci-
sion evaluation and were based on the percent bias for accuracy and
percent CV for precision. These values were calculated from the
means of triplicate measures for each QC level; 30% was used for
LLOQ and 25% for other levels. If percentages exceeded these levels,
a mechanism for outlier removal was applied where each replicate
value would be individually removed, allowing the recalculation of
a new value using the remaining duplicates. Failure occurs when all
iterations for a particular QC level exceed the criteria and would result
ar Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2023 501
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in the experiment being repeated. After the accuracy/precision
criteria were met, the criteria were revised and adopted for use in
all subsequent validation runs.

Tests of parameters other than accuracy/precision or to determine
LOD included at least one set of QCs (LQC and HQC) and an
NTC, all run in triplicate. Acceptance for LQC and HQC was set at
25% CV and bias. A sample was considered negative when at least
two of the three replicates had less than 4 positive droplets. The gener-
ated droplet acceptance criterium was set at 10,000/well. Any well
with fewer droplets was excluded from analysis and at least 2 wells
were required to meet this criterium to define a final concentration.
Data interpretation was contingent upon run acceptance for LQC,
HQC, and NTC. If any of these failed, the validation experiment(s)
would be repeated.

Data analysis

The CV (SD/mean) for any given group was calculated as a measure
of precision and is expressed as a percentage. Similarly, themeasure of
accuracy or bias was also expressed as a percentage and is the differ-
ence between nominal and observed copies. These values were calcu-
lated from group means, not from replicates of each sample.
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